identified two phases of cancer evolution which repeat in multiple cycles. The first is the punctuated phase where radical genome change occurs rendering it impossible to trace intermediates. The second is the Darwinian stepwise phase where intermediates can easily be identified. Punctuated cancer evolution has been recently confirmed using single cell sequencing.
Many genetic, epigenetic, and environmental factors can induce system instability leading to cancer. To succinctly explain this, his group has introduced the concept of using non-clonal chromosome aberrations to measure the genome instability and tumorigenic potential. During these studies, his group has characterized various novel forms of karyotypic aberrations including genome chaos. Furthermore, his group has proposed the evolutionary mechanism of cancer to unify the large number of diverse individual molecular mechanisms of cancer into one single evolutionary mechanistic framework.
His group has shown that the genome represents the highest level of genetic organization and is the key evolutionary selection platform. Importantly, they have suggested that genome alterations drive macro-evolution while gene mutations impel micro-evolution. His group has further applied this concept to organismal evolution where they consider the genome to be the main evolutionary constraint. This has led to the theory that the main function of sex is to reduce genetic diversity at the genome level in order to preserve the genome defined species identity. He has recently introduced the genome-based evolutionary theory by identifying a new paradigm of genome-defined system inheritance versus gene-defined parts inheritance, which differs from the traditional gene-centric paradigm that focuses only on the parts and not the whole system. Cancer Metastasis Rev (2013 ) 32:321 DOI 10.1007 
